Image recognition with a limited number of pixels for visual prostheses design.
With the rapid development and crossover among the information science, microelectronics, material science, and biomedical disciplines, the visual prosthesis makes visual reparation possible. Because the number of stimulation electrodes is strictly limited by various complicated factors, it is necessary to determine the minimum visual requirements to achieve useful artificial vision for image recognition. This research has studied how many pixels individual images need to have to be correctly and economically recognized by blind subjects. In order to extract the figure of the image with a limited number of pixels, we have proposed a wavelet-based image processing methods, and six resolutions (8 × 8, 16 × 16, 24 × 24, 32 × 32, 48 × 48, and 64 × 64) are investigated. Psychophysical experiments have been designed to verify our proposed image processing method and to investigate the recognition accuracy with a limited number of pixels. The results show that the recognition accuracy increases with the number of pixels. The recognition accuracy varied with tested images, when a resolution of 24 × 24 was used: six of the eight image objects were recognized with an accuracy of >50%, and the remaining two of the eight image objects were recognized with an accuracy of <50%. Moreover, when the resolution is more than 32 × 32, the increase of the recognition accuracy is no longer obvious. We also have investigated the impact of different perspectives of the same object to the recognition accuracy. The experiment shows that providing multiview image sequences, subjects can receive more visual information to obtain higher recognition accuracy.